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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szFdV9fQkls






Genome assembly: what is 
my goal?

• Understand variation in populations 
(disease-related SNPs etc…)

Genome re-sequencing

Assembly by mapping to a reference

• Study the molecular profile of a species 
never before sequenced (evolutionary 

studies etc..)

De novo assembly



“Both representations share the idea that a genome assembly corresponds to 
a path in the graph: for this reason, the step following the construction of 

such a graph is the extraction of relevant paths. Under ideal conditions, such 
as the absence of errors and repeats, we can reconstruct only one relevant path 

in such graph (that is, there is only one possible assembly). “ (Rizzi et al, 
2019)

ASSEMBLY GRAPHS

Overlap Layout Consensus De Brujin  



ASSEMBLY GRAPHS

Overlap Layout Consensus 

- Reads of Length L and 
overlap cutoff 

- LongReads

De Brujin  

- Kmers 

- Short reads

“Both representations share the idea that a genome assembly corresponds to 
a path in the graph: for this reason, the step following the construction of 

such a graph is the extraction of relevant paths. Under ideal conditions, such 
as the absence of errors and repeats, we can reconstruct only one relevant path 

in such graph (that is, there is only one possible assembly). “ (Rizzi et al, 
2019)



I WANT TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT 
LONG READ SEQUENCING





What makes a jigsaw puzzle hard?

• What helps? Larger pieces (read length); fewer dirty or frayed pieces (errors in 
reads). fewer repeats and copies…



WHAT IS THE PROBLEM WITH SHORT READS?
➤ What are eukaryotic genomes 

made of?
Repeats: 

- Centromeres (Tandem arrays of 
repeated sequence studded with 
transposable elements (plants, 
humans)  

- Telomeres (tandem arrays of simple 
repeats) 

- Mobile elements 

- Segmental duplications  

- rRNAs

But why? (Fedoroff, 2012)



WHEN WE ASSEMBLE A GENOME …

What we would like to have 

- One DNA sequence for each chromosome 

What we really have 

- Contigs, scaffolds, gaps, N50s



I’M A EUKARYOTIC GENOME - THE BLUE AND GREEN ARE MY REPEATS



THIS IS A SHORT-READS GENOME ASSEMBLY OF ME
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YOUR GENOME ASSEMBLY 
PROJECT STARTS IN THE LAB
High Molecular Weight DNA extraction is key



No one-size-fits-all protocol!





I EXTRACTED HMW DNA: WHAT DO I DO NOW?
Our recipe working across the Tree of Life: 

Chromosome level genomes 

➤ 25x Pacbio HiFi 

➤ 100x Hi-C (Arima/Qiagen) 

T2T (Telomere to Telomere) genomes 

➤ The above plus 25x ONT Ultra Long (>100Kb reads)





Key considerations to start your genome 
assembly project

• Genome size (flow cytometry, Kmer analysis, GoaT) 


• Heterozygosity (kmer analyses: jellyfish, genomescope)


• Repetitive content (kmer analyses: jellyfish, genomescope)


• Ploidy (kmer analyses: smudgeplots)

https://goat.genomehubs.org/



I HAVE HIGH-QUALITY DATA 
(ILLUMINA, PACBIO HIFI, DUPLEX 

NANOPORE)
I WILL do a kmer analysis first thing



KMER ANALYSIS



WHAT ARE K-MERS ?
➤ In biology, k-mers are unique subsequences of a sequence of length k 



APPLICATIONS OF K-MER ANALYSIS

➤ Genome assembly: K-mers used to construct De Brujin graphs 

➤ Detect bacterial contamination on eukaryotic genome assembly (CG content 
discrepancies) 

➤ Correcting NSG data  

➤ Detect horizontal gene transfers 

➤ Identification of CpG Islands  

➤ Estimation of genome size and heterozygosity 

➤ Genome assembly k-mer completeness



WHY ARE K-MERS SO POPULAR?

“Decomposing a sequence into its k-mers for analysis allows this set 
of fixed-size chunks to be analysed rather than the sequence, and 

this can be more efficient.” (Bernardo Cavijo)

https://bioinfologics.github.io/post/2018/09/17/k-mer-counting-part-i-introduction/



KMER SIZE

Choosing k: specificity vs. Sensitivity 

- Using a k that is too small will result in many unrelated sequences 
being composed of the same k-mers, in a textbook case of specificity loss 
because there being very few possible k-mers of that size. In the extreme 
of the small k, k=1 only distinguishes two canonical k-mers: A and C. 1-
mer analysis is incredibly popular in biology, but it is best known by the 
name of GC content analysis.  

- Using extremely large k values would sacrifice many of the benefits 
and sensitivity of k-mer analyses in the first place. (Bernado Cavijo’s 
post) 

Why do we chose k=31 so often? 

One reason is: it is specific enough that a large number of them are unique 
both in mammalian-sized genomes and in bacterial genome databases.



COUNT AND HISTO

Bernardo Cavijo’s post



COUNT AND HISTO

Bernardo Cavijo’s post



A TYPICAL KMER PLOT FOR A DIPLOID SPECIES

Choloepus didactylus (VGP)

http://qb.cshl.edu/genomescope/analysis.php?code=bVuZNlhwn2tVCHhRN71I



A TYPICAL KMER PLOT FOR A DIPLOID 
SPECIES WITH HIGH HETEROZYGOSITY

Blastobasis lacticolella (DToL)

Wakely's dowd



A TYPICAL KMER PLOT FOR A 
DIPLOID SPECIES WITH LOW 
HETEROZYGOSITY

Urtica urens 



SPOTTING BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION: KMER AND ITS GC CONTENT

You can use KAT to plot this!



Tubastraea tagusensis

KMER PROFILE FOR A TRIPLOID SPECIES



MORE ON SMUDGEPLOTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3erlEY8HKDs




KNOWING THE CHALLENGE, YOU GO AND BUILD CONTIGS WITH ASSEMBLERS

CONTIG





DOES MY ASSEMBLED SIZE 
CORRESPONDS WITH MY 

ESTIMATED GENOME SIZE?
Genomics is a game of going back and forth 



Scaffolding methods

Scaffold: joining and orienting contigs 

Scaffolding methods: mate-pairs (blerg), optical maps (bionano), Hi-C, Nanopore UltraLong reads



HOW DO I BUILD UP SCAFFOLDS 
AND CHROMOSOMES?

Hi-C and Ultralong Nanopore



The human genome consists of over 3 billion 
nucleotides and is contained within 23 pairs of 

chromosomes. If the chromosomes were aligned end to 
end and the DNA stretched, the genome would measure 
roughly 2 meters long. Yet the genome functions within 

a sphere smaller than a tenth of the thickness of a 
human hair (10 micron). … the genome does not exist 

as a simple one-dimensional polymer; instead the 
genome folds into a complex compact three-

dimensional structure. (Lajoie et al 2015)



Chromosome conformation

➤The organisation of the chromatin in the nucleus is extremely relevant to 
biological function at the gene level as well as the global nuclear level. 

➤The study of the packaging and organisation of chromatin in the nucleus 
will shed light on:  

- the spatial aspects of gene regulation 
- chromosome morphogenesis 
- genome stability 
- genome transmission  
- biophysics of chromatin  
- pathologies related to genome instability or nuclear morphology 





Lieberman-Aiden et al., 
2010



HI-C
➤ Intrachromosomal contact probability is on average much higher than interchromosomal.
➤ Interaction probability rapidly decays with increasing genomic distance.



HOW TO DO HI-C SEQUENCING
➤ You have a protocol for Hi-C extraction 

➤ This is sequenced as short Illumina reads 

➤ You map the Hi-C data to your built contigs (Arima Mapping pipeline or BWA men 
-5SP)  

➤ Ran YaHS and/or Salsa for scaffolding 

➤ Build and look at Hi-C HeatMaps





wellcomeopenresearch.org



Choloepus didactylus VGP 

Non-curated output 

3.2 Gb, 281 scaffolds, N50 = 161 Mb

YOU DO MORE THAN SCAFFOLDING WITH HI-C: YOU SEE BIOLOGY



SHARED SEQUENCES: CENTROMERES wellcomeopenresearch.org





HI-C: DETECTING MISASSEMBLES 

Look at me!!!!

Lycaena phlaeas - ilLycPhla1



HI-C: DETECTING MISASSEMBLES 

Lycaena phlaeas - ilLycPhla1





LOTS OF MATERIALS FROM THE CURATION TEAM

https://gitlab.com/wtsi-grit/rapid-curation/-/blob/main/Interpreting_HiC_Maps_guide.pdf

https://bga23.org/manual-curation/

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1g9Ubjjjpl4Vxvw-HSOlodJUDJBaicBbU/edit#slide=id.p13

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IL2Q4f3k3I


THE ONLY TYPE OF HYBRID 
ASSEMBLY YOU SHOULD USE IS 

VERKKO



Slide Sergey Koren



Slide Sergey Koren



Use the docker container!!!

Pleeeease…. 



PLANTS CHLOROPLASTS AND MITOGENOMES

Oatk: an organelle assembly toolkit 

Chenxi Zhou

Oatk workflow

read_extraction

run_syncasm

path_finder

path_to_fasta

FASTK DB

hmm_annotation

Core Gene DB

HiFi Reads Assembly 
Graph

Annotation 
File

High Copy 
Reads

OG 
Assemblies

Assembly 
Graph

Path File

Assembly 
FASTA

• Classification of graph components
- Mitochondria
- Plastid
- others

• For each organelle graph component, 
list all possible paths and do selection

• For circular chloroplast assemblies, do 
rotation with reference to the 
conserved gene order



Mutual aid: How you can join, and how you can benefit.

• We would like to sequence your species of interest to support your future plans in genomic 
understanding of biodiversity - be it population genetics, conservation, ecosystems, evolution, …

Tell us through the form at tinyurl.com/dtol-suggest 

https://darwintreeoflife.org

https://t.co/RSOmQuz0KA


To conclude
• There is no one-size-fits all protocol for DNA extraction


• Long reads will be ideal for chromosome level genome assembly


• You MUST investigate the genome size, heterozygosity and repeat 
content at the beginning of your genome assembly project


• Hi-C is useful not only for scaffolding, but for genome curation as well


• All Tree of Life is data Open for the use of all!



https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/gateways/treeoflife 

267
535

https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/gateways/treeoflife


portal.darwintreeoflife.org



THINGS I HAVEN’T MENTIONED 
THAT YOU MUST LEARN ABOUT



“Whole genome alignments revealed that 4 to 16% of the sequences are falsely duplicated in the 
previous assemblies, impacting hundreds to thousands of genes. These lead to overestimated gene 
family expansions.  

The main source of the false duplications is heterotype duplications, where the haplotype sequences 
were relatively more divergent than other parts of the genome leading the assembly algorithms to 
classify them as separate genes or genomic regions.” Kim et al, 2022



HOW TO IDENTIFY RETAINED HAPLOTIGS? PURGING AND MERQURY!!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2wsXEnMP0U






mu2@sanger.ac.uk




